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#1#1 » Sun Mar 22, 2020 10:42 am » Sun Mar 22, 2020 10:42 am

I created this sub forum to dedicate it to Movie Reviews!I created this sub forum to dedicate it to Movie Reviews!
Try it!Try it!

http://ralphus.net/reviews/index.htmlhttp://ralphus.net/reviews/index.html

You can read past reviews going to the linkYou can read past reviews going to the link

I can bring all the reviews, one at the time to the forum or to whatever set up we end up with.I can bring all the reviews, one at the time to the forum or to whatever set up we end up with.
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#2#2 » Mon Mar 23, 2020 2:57 am » Mon Mar 23, 2020 2:57 am

Many THX, it will help on those hard times, ol' forum hacked, Covid 19, we need some fun !Many THX, it will help on those hard times, ol' forum hacked, Covid 19, we need some fun !

Annyway, I have my monthly gift to share, let me know when and where I can do it.Annyway, I have my monthly gift to share, let me know when and where I can do it.

With kind regardsWith kind regards
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#3#3 » Tue Mar 24, 2020 10:34 pm » Tue Mar 24, 2020 10:34 pm

Yeah, I was about to write a couple of reviews on some older titles by Mood Pictures before the piratesYeah, I was about to write a couple of reviews on some older titles by Mood Pictures before the pirates
came along and ruined the fun. came along and ruined the fun. Do I write and post the reviews here, or is there another thread?Do I write and post the reviews here, or is there another thread?

ThomasThomas

Thomas ChaserThomas Chaser
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#4#4 » Wed Mar 25, 2020 7:36 am » Wed Mar 25, 2020 7:36 am

This is Reviews category, you can create your thread with your first review.This is Reviews category, you can create your thread with your first review.

skullchaser wrote:skullchaser wrote:
Yeah, I was about to write a couple of reviews on some older titles by Mood Pictures before the piratesYeah, I was about to write a couple of reviews on some older titles by Mood Pictures before the pirates
came along and ruined the fun. came along and ruined the fun. Do I write and post the reviews here, or is there another thread?Do I write and post the reviews here, or is there another thread?

ThomasThomas
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#5#5 » Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:00 pm » Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:00 pm

Cards of Pain 3Cards of Pain 3 by ElitePain by ElitePain

Lyen Parker is back again after a long pause from EP films (maybe we didn’t suffer so much her absenceLyen Parker is back again after a long pause from EP films (maybe we didn’t suffer so much her absence
because Pedro gave us WOP Duel against Ariel just last November, many months after it was filmed) andbecause Pedro gave us WOP Duel against Ariel just last November, many months after it was filmed) and
she’s back in the most evil game the cruel Pedro had thought so far. More, she has to endure the brutalityshe’s back in the most evil game the cruel Pedro had thought so far. More, she has to endure the brutality
of the new domina, Tatjana (we saw her in COP 2 but COP 3 was filmed before, and it was her real first filmof the new domina, Tatjana (we saw her in COP 2 but COP 3 was filmed before, and it was her real first film
for EP).for EP).
After the usual rules explanation, Lyen split the 100 lashes on the 5 body part, leaving the lowest numberAfter the usual rules explanation, Lyen split the 100 lashes on the 5 body part, leaving the lowest number
to her pussy and to her feet, explaining that she fears a lot the whipping of that parts.to her pussy and to her feet, explaining that she fears a lot the whipping of that parts.

ROUND 1: PUSSYROUND 1: PUSSY
And she decides to start right from the most feared: the pussy, to which she had given 15 lashes. And theAnd she decides to start right from the most feared: the pussy, to which she had given 15 lashes. And the
card is not lucky at all. She picks a x2 ALL, that will double the lashes number for all the remaining rounds.card is not lucky at all. She picks a x2 ALL, that will double the lashes number for all the remaining rounds.
Being that the 1st one, it means doubling all the game, for a virtual total of 200 lashes. What you will seeBeing that the 1st one, it means doubling all the game, for a virtual total of 200 lashes. What you will see
in this round is probably one of the best scenes you will ever see. First of all, the face of Lyen when shein this round is probably one of the best scenes you will ever see. First of all, the face of Lyen when she
turns the card, she reads it and then she realizes what it will imply for her. Pedro and most of his viewersturns the card, she reads it and then she realizes what it will imply for her. Pedro and most of his viewers
say that a brutal punishment is good, but it is much better if a psychological aspect of suffering is presentsay that a brutal punishment is good, but it is much better if a psychological aspect of suffering is present
as well as physical pain. Well, the feared and crying expression of Lyen when she realizes the doubling ofas well as physical pain. Well, the feared and crying expression of Lyen when she realizes the doubling of
the lashes may be worth the movie even without the subsequent pain… ok no, let’s not exaggerate,the lashes may be worth the movie even without the subsequent pain… ok no, let’s not exaggerate,
because the brutal punishment of this round is something epic.because the brutal punishment of this round is something epic.

When Lyen sees Tatjana, she starts in a defiant way. What an error! Tatjana, with a strap on her hand, getsWhen Lyen sees Tatjana, she starts in a defiant way. What an error! Tatjana, with a strap on her hand, gets
angry and suddenly disappear in the dark. And then another epic “psychological” scene. Lyen, clearlyangry and suddenly disappear in the dark. And then another epic “psychological” scene. Lyen, clearly
worried when Tatjana disappear, suddenly open her eyes wide in fear when she sees the domina comingworried when Tatjana disappear, suddenly open her eyes wide in fear when she sees the domina coming
back with a terrible single tail whip. Lyen suddenly turns towards the camera (maybe towards the judges?back with a terrible single tail whip. Lyen suddenly turns towards the camera (maybe towards the judges?
Towards the showman? Towards Pedro?) with an expression full of fear. “What? A pussy whipping with aTowards the showman? Towards Pedro?) with an expression full of fear. “What? A pussy whipping with a
single tail whip? It is permitted?” she seems thinking. Yes, it is… and let’s begin.single tail whip? It is permitted?” she seems thinking. Yes, it is… and let’s begin.

The first lash is perfectly precise and hits the pussy leaving a purple mark that crosses the pussy inThe first lash is perfectly precise and hits the pussy leaving a purple mark that crosses the pussy in
diagonal. Lyen breaks in tears already at the third lash, crying in agony, while Tatjana smiles and laughsdiagonal. Lyen breaks in tears already at the third lash, crying in agony, while Tatjana smiles and laughs
with evilness and sadism. Another lash leaves a red mark that crosses the pussy in vertical, and a red spotwith evilness and sadism. Another lash leaves a red mark that crosses the pussy in vertical, and a red spot
slowly appears in the clit. After 9 lashes, another beautiful scene: Lyen, the brave Lyen, BEGS FOR MERCY.slowly appears in the clit. After 9 lashes, another beautiful scene: Lyen, the brave Lyen, BEGS FOR MERCY.
“Please, forgive me!” she shouts. Tatjana accepts her begging and take back the strap. But she continues“Please, forgive me!” she shouts. Tatjana accepts her begging and take back the strap. But she continues
to hit in the hardest way. Lyen is in real agony, at 20th lash the pussy is purple, at 25 is totally swollen andto hit in the hardest way. Lyen is in real agony, at 20th lash the pussy is purple, at 25 is totally swollen and
cyanotic. After the 30 lashes, she is a real suffering and crying mess.cyanotic. After the 30 lashes, she is a real suffering and crying mess.

Suffering, she comes back to the panel. “The single tail was unbearable” she confesses. Well, Pedro, take itSuffering, she comes back to the panel. “The single tail was unbearable” she confesses. Well, Pedro, take it
in mind for the future…in mind for the future…

ROUND 2: BOOBSROUND 2: BOOBS
20 lashes on boobs, but doubled for the previous card they are 40. Lyen turns the card: Flip Coin. If she is20 lashes on boobs, but doubled for the previous card they are 40. Lyen turns the card: Flip Coin. If she is
unlucky, it would be 80 lashes on her flat tits. If she is lucky, she can jump the round without any lash. Sheunlucky, it would be 80 lashes on her flat tits. If she is lucky, she can jump the round without any lash. She
is lucky. But it’s not a pity, I love tits whipping but if the tits are good, Lyen’s ones are too flat, so betteris lucky. But it’s not a pity, I love tits whipping but if the tits are good, Lyen’s ones are too flat, so better
concentrate the suffering for the other parts…concentrate the suffering for the other parts…

ROUND 3: BACKROUND 3: BACK
25 doubled to 50 lashes on her back, the part she fears less. It’s a pity that she pick a “full body” card.25 doubled to 50 lashes on her back, the part she fears less. It’s a pity that she pick a “full body” card.
And again, her face, when she read the card, is a masterpiece of psychological yielding, with cries andAnd again, her face, when she read the card, is a masterpiece of psychological yielding, with cries and
trembling chin and lips.trembling chin and lips.

Tatjana shows us her evil side (has she a not evil side? I doubt…). For the first 8 lashes, she hit with aTatjana shows us her evil side (has she a not evil side? I doubt…). For the first 8 lashes, she hit with a
master precision the same spot, until Lyen protests. Big error… Tatjana asks her to turn, and administratesmaster precision the same spot, until Lyen protests. Big error… Tatjana asks her to turn, and administrates
4 lashes on her lower belly, hitting 2 or 3 times Lyen’s already sore pussy. Lyen suffers a lot, then she is4 lashes on her lower belly, hitting 2 or 3 times Lyen’s already sore pussy. Lyen suffers a lot, then she is
asked to turn again showing her back. From 19th lash, Tatjana says that she will hit harder, and she doesasked to turn again showing her back. From 19th lash, Tatjana says that she will hit harder, and she does
it for real. 23th and 24th lashes are brutal, and at the 26th there is a real break in tears. From thisit for real. 23th and 24th lashes are brutal, and at the 26th there is a real break in tears. From this
moment, every lash is a real agony for Lyen (and a real pleasure for the viewers). During the terrible 33rdmoment, every lash is a real agony for Lyen (and a real pleasure for the viewers). During the terrible 33rd
lash, Tatjana says satisfied “this was nice”. Then she asks Lyen “to present herself” (that is: stick the buttlash, Tatjana says satisfied “this was nice”. Then she asks Lyen “to present herself” (that is: stick the butt
out). Lyen tries but she is too suffering, so Tatjana gets angry and asks her to turn. She's hit three timesout). Lyen tries but she is too suffering, so Tatjana gets angry and asks her to turn. She's hit three times
(38-40th lash) the purple sore pussy of her victim. Again, for the second time, Lyen begs for mercy. The(38-40th lash) the purple sore pussy of her victim. Again, for the second time, Lyen begs for mercy. The
moment between 39th and 40th lash is something epic, with a broken Lyen trembling and panting inmoment between 39th and 40th lash is something epic, with a broken Lyen trembling and panting in
agony while she asks the domina to forgive her.agony while she asks the domina to forgive her.

The last 10 lashes are administrated to her back. Before the 47th lash, Lyen recovers her defiant behaviorThe last 10 lashes are administrated to her back. Before the 47th lash, Lyen recovers her defiant behavior
and argues with Tatjana, who in exchange administrates the last four lashes in the most violent and brutaland argues with Tatjana, who in exchange administrates the last four lashes in the most violent and brutal
way. At the end, Lyen is a trembling puppet. We saw her suffering in this way only after the end of a game,way. At the end, Lyen is a trembling puppet. We saw her suffering in this way only after the end of a game,
never after only two rounds…never after only two rounds…

ROUND 4: ASSROUND 4: ASS
And now the round that will launch this movie in the Hall of Fame of the whipping/torture movies.And now the round that will launch this movie in the Hall of Fame of the whipping/torture movies.

Lyen chooses the ass. There are 25x2 = 50 lashes. But the card she picks is the terrible “keep position”.Lyen chooses the ass. There are 25x2 = 50 lashes. But the card she picks is the terrible “keep position”.
She must endure the punishment without being tied, but if she moves, she has to restart. Again, her faceShe must endure the punishment without being tied, but if she moves, she has to restart. Again, her face
when the showman explains the rules is something beautiful. She breaks in tears, she knows that iswhen the showman explains the rules is something beautiful. She breaks in tears, she knows that is
impossible to keep the position for 50 lashes with the brutal Tatjana. And she knows well that Tatjana isimpossible to keep the position for 50 lashes with the brutal Tatjana. And she knows well that Tatjana is
too cruel to not try in every way to make her moving.too cruel to not try in every way to make her moving.

Tatjana starts with a strap. She hits very hard for 7 times the already wounded and striped ass of the poorTatjana starts with a strap. She hits very hard for 7 times the already wounded and striped ass of the poor
Lyen. Maybe it is one of the best ass strap spanking I’d ever seen. Violent, heartless, painful… After theLyen. Maybe it is one of the best ass strap spanking I’d ever seen. Violent, heartless, painful… After the
7th lash, Lyen break, her knees, and arms collapse, she curls her feet for the pain and she throws herself7th lash, Lyen break, her knees, and arms collapse, she curls her feet for the pain and she throws herself
down. The scene is beautiful, the camera lingers a lot on her suffering filming her from behind (the bestdown. The scene is beautiful, the camera lingers a lot on her suffering filming her from behind (the best
shot for this scene) while she trembles, cries and crouches for pain. Time to restart. She hardly kneelsshot for this scene) while she trembles, cries and crouches for pain. Time to restart. She hardly kneels
again, but she makes a terrible mistake: she says “7”. Tatjana gets crazy, thinking she wants to joke heragain, but she makes a terrible mistake: she says “7”. Tatjana gets crazy, thinking she wants to joke her
because she has to restart. So, she takes again the single tail whip. Again, Lyen’s terrified face is abecause she has to restart. So, she takes again the single tail whip. Again, Lyen’s terrified face is a
pleasure.pleasure.

Tatjana starts hitting Lyen’s ass, but aiming the lower parts, between buttocks and back thighs, because inTatjana starts hitting Lyen’s ass, but aiming the lower parts, between buttocks and back thighs, because in
that part the sore pussy is visible and vulnerable… the 4th lash leaves Lyen in agony, after 5 she breaksthat part the sore pussy is visible and vulnerable… the 4th lash leaves Lyen in agony, after 5 she breaks
and protests because it is not an ass whipping but a pussy whipping. But this is what Pedro wants. Heand protests because it is not an ass whipping but a pussy whipping. But this is what Pedro wants. He
wants ass whipping in a way that the pussy can be hit. And if the pussy is sore, much better. Do youwants ass whipping in a way that the pussy can be hit. And if the pussy is sore, much better. Do you
remember Lyen’s agony when in WOP Special Rules the single tail hit her sore pussy? It was one of myremember Lyen’s agony when in WOP Special Rules the single tail hit her sore pussy? It was one of my
favorite scenes. Well, in this round it is replicated again, and again, and again, but in a better position. Thefavorite scenes. Well, in this round it is replicated again, and again, and again, but in a better position. The
10th lash of this second subround hit perfectly and completely the pussy. Lyen again collapses and again10th lash of this second subround hit perfectly and completely the pussy. Lyen again collapses and again
her suffering is well highlighted by the camera. She has to restart. The 7th lash of this third subround isher suffering is well highlighted by the camera. She has to restart. The 7th lash of this third subround is
maybe the most painful and leaves her in real agony. After 11 lashes (28 total) she collapses definitivelymaybe the most painful and leaves her in real agony. After 11 lashes (28 total) she collapses definitively
and she gives up, after having insulted Tatjana in a horrible way (something like “bastard bitch, burn inand she gives up, after having insulted Tatjana in a horrible way (something like “bastard bitch, burn in
hell” or similar).hell” or similar).

The camera lingers a lot, for almost a minute, on Lyen’s beautiful suffering, with her lying crouched inThe camera lingers a lot, for almost a minute, on Lyen’s beautiful suffering, with her lying crouched in
tears and pain. Another beautiful scene that could be worth the movie.tears and pain. Another beautiful scene that could be worth the movie.

The final sees Lyen protesting for Tatjana’s behavior. And she could either be right because the dominaThe final sees Lyen protesting for Tatjana’s behavior. And she could either be right because the domina
transformed a game in a sadistic session of brutality and psychological torment. But for this, we all thanktransformed a game in a sadistic session of brutality and psychological torment. But for this, we all thank
her. It’s a pity only that Lyen didn’t have the 30 lashes on her feet. I’m a foot whipping lover, 30 whips onher. It’s a pity only that Lyen didn’t have the 30 lashes on her feet. I’m a foot whipping lover, 30 whips on
the feet are very painful and bastinado is a punishment of the most feared from Lyen, so it would havethe feet are very painful and bastinado is a punishment of the most feared from Lyen, so it would have
been nice to see it. But this cannot lower the final grade for this masterpiece.been nice to see it. But this cannot lower the final grade for this masterpiece.

The mini trailer of Lyen-Zazie COP Duo at the end of the film is the perfect icing on the cake.The mini trailer of Lyen-Zazie COP Duo at the end of the film is the perfect icing on the cake.

What can we say? This is a very masterpiece. Brutality, real harshness in punishment, both psychologicalWhat can we say? This is a very masterpiece. Brutality, real harshness in punishment, both psychological
and physical suffering. And seeing the brave Lyen begging for mercy in such a submissive way for twoand physical suffering. And seeing the brave Lyen begging for mercy in such a submissive way for two
times is a jewel (hope to see something like that for Zazie...).times is a jewel (hope to see something like that for Zazie...).

My GradeMy Grade: : A++A++ (if it exsisted an higher mark, this movie should deserve it) (if it exsisted an higher mark, this movie should deserve it)

Last edited by Last edited by DarkseidDarkseid on Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:38 pm, edited 1 time in total. on Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:38 pm, edited 1 time in total.
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#6#6 » Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:05 pm » Tue Mar 31, 2020 4:05 pm

Just a noteJust a note
Images got inside [img]link[/img]Images got inside [img]link[/img]
[img size800] or anything like it doesn't work. [img size800] or anything like it doesn't work. 
Thank youThank you
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#7#7 » Tue Mar 31, 2020 5:45 pm » Tue Mar 31, 2020 5:45 pm

Thanks Darkseid for posting this review. Excellent and quite entertaining as your reviews always are.Thanks Darkseid for posting this review. Excellent and quite entertaining as your reviews always are.

Well, this did not surprise me, that is why I myself would have never considered using the single tail on aWell, this did not surprise me, that is why I myself would have never considered using the single tail on a
pussy whipping. I almost stopped that scene when Lyen watched towards me with her begging eyes, butpussy whipping. I almost stopped that scene when Lyen watched towards me with her begging eyes, but
then I decided to wait how the scene evolves... it turned to be an interesting scene after all, and I am glad Ithen I decided to wait how the scene evolves... it turned to be an interesting scene after all, and I am glad I
let it go on.let it go on.

I met her several times, even out of work, and I must say, yes, she definitely has a not evil side - for someI met her several times, even out of work, and I must say, yes, she definitely has a not evil side - for some
reason she tries to hide that from most people.reason she tries to hide that from most people.

The single tail was unbearable” she confesses. Well, Pedro, take it in mind for the future…The single tail was unbearable” she confesses. Well, Pedro, take it in mind for the future…





Tatjana shows us her evil side (has she a not evil side? I doubt…)Tatjana shows us her evil side (has she a not evil side? I doubt…)
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#8#8 » Wed Apr 01, 2020 11:48 am » Wed Apr 01, 2020 11:48 am

Question for ralphus: should I open a topic with my review or do you want all reviews posted in this topic?Question for ralphus: should I open a topic with my review or do you want all reviews posted in this topic?
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#9#9 » Wed Apr 01, 2020 6:05 pm » Wed Apr 01, 2020 6:05 pm

I think in the future, a separate header would be preferable. Like "Review of Card of Pain 3 by Darkseid",I think in the future, a separate header would be preferable. Like "Review of Card of Pain 3 by Darkseid",
for instance.for instance.

Darkseid wrote:Darkseid wrote:
Question for ralphus: should I open a topic with my review or do you want all reviews posted in this topic?Question for ralphus: should I open a topic with my review or do you want all reviews posted in this topic?
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